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Way out in Cuba they do the rum-ba the way the

rum-ba should be done.

Down in Havana they won't be because they

do the rum-ba number one.

Why dance anither way?

There is no other way.

In truth you could bet it then don't you forget it

There is no set-ter way.

You'll never deny it after you try it
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That's why I say you've got the wrong rum-ba, you've got the wrong rum-ba.

You got to heave it and shake it, give and take, it you'll never make it like.

Although you've got the right movement, with improve, you can do set tee than.

That you've got the that stop, set-tee change your plan.

Throw away your fan, you'll never get your man, you got to learn to do the.

Right rum-ba, don't be a sack num-ber, you got ta.

Heave it and shake it, you can't fake, it you'll never make it like that.
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